


Turkey - Free Human Rights Defenders!

Amnesty Turkey’s chair, Taner Kiliç, was just doing his job revealing 
human rights violations in the country, when on June 9, he was 
arrested and thrown into prison. Absurdly, he was accused of being 
a member of an "armed terrorist organization".

One month later, ten other human rights defenders were arrested, 
including Amnesty's Secretary-General in Turkey, Idil Eser, and the 
Swedish citizen and IT consultant Ali Gharavi. They were arrested 
during a workshop regarding digital security and human rights.

These individuals are human rights defenders who have not done 
what they are being absurdly accused of. Nevertheless, they are 
now charged with terrorist-related crimes. This is a way for the 
Turkish authorities to try and prevent their work for human rights in 
Turkey.

One month ago, the first trial was held, and ten of the individuals 
were conditionally released in the wait of the next trial. The decision 
came after extensive protests from the outside world. 
Notwithstanding, Taner is still imprisoned and the 10 other human 
rights defenders are still in danger of being convicted in court, 
resumed on November 22.

We must prevent that! Taner and the other 10 have devoted their 
lives to protecting other people's rights in Turkey and in the world, 
with peaceful means. If they are convicted now, their voices will be 
silenced in a time when they are most needed.

Act today! Go to Amnesty's website and sign our call to Turkey's 
Minister of Justice.

www.amnesty.se/turkiet
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